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INTRODUCTION
From the point of view of human-resource man-

agement, the main efforts in the process of regulating
the labor market at the current level are aimed at
removing obstacles in the search for a workplace and
an appropriate employee. There are two main reasons
that qualified specialists do not find a suitable work-
place. The first of these is related to the fact that the
employee and employer describe the same range of
skills and competencies using different terms and use
different names for vacancies. The reverse situation is
also possible, and even more common, where one
term (for example, a technologist) describes funda-
mentally different specialties (for example, a food-
production technologist, a sewing-equipment tech-
nologist, or a engineering communications technolo-
gist). In this case, it is necessary to use more sophisti-
cated search systems than the search for the headers of
ads, which is established in almost all modern employ-
ment sites.

One of the purposes of this study is to determine
the range of specialties that are of greatest interest to
prospective students in terms of future employment
and wages. To compile a list of key specialties, auto-
matic tools that determine the ratio of vacancies and
resumes are important. From the list of resumes that
have a suitable name, based on the semantic analysis
of the text, it is suggested to delete CVs that in fact do
not meet the requirements of employers. When the

number of vacancies exceeds the number of resumes,
one can question the prospects of the specialty in the
labor market. In the reverse situation, a conclusion
can be made about the diminishing importance of the
profession or about the lack of correspondence
between the qualifications of the available specialists
and the requirements set by employers.

Technological aspects of research in the field of
human capital development are related to the means of
interaction among the labor market, the education
system, and the technological infrastructure, which
makes it possible to find specialists who are suitable for
a particular job, as well as to reveal systemic gaps in the
training of workers. The algorithm of interaction in the
first approximation can be presented in the form of a
“black box,” where the input contains the require-
ments of the employer for candidates for vacancies and
characteristics of real employees and their resumes
and the output is the conclusion about the compliance
of qualifications of employees with the labor market
requirements and, as a consequence, proposals for
state or municipal bodies of professional education in
the field of professional development or retraining of
workers [1].

Automated data processing and the search for rele-
vant information are greatly simplified through a sin-
gle vocabulary of terms. However, a single updated
dictionary of specialties, narrowly characterizing a
certain type of activity, has yet to be created. To pre-
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pare a block of vacancies from the resume database
most fully complying the advertisements, the method-
ology of multiple semantic text analysis is applicable.
At the same time, it is of fundamental importance to
automate the analysis procedure, preceded by studies
of tests that are necessary for determining the level of
preliminary manual processing of files.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In the scientific literature, a significant place is
given to publications devoted to topic modeling, by
which it is possible to determine characteristic topic
blocks in large texts [2]. Topic modeling is widely used
in information searches for the purpose of detecting
latent non-classified information, in some cases fun-
damentally new information. The technology of topic
modeling makes it possible to reduce a text consisting
of millions of terms to several hundred topics based on
the probability with which different words are gener-
ated in some topic.

The most common methods of topic modeling are
the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) and probabilistic
latent semantic indexing (pLSI). The foundations of
the LDA were laid by D. Blei, A. Ng, and M. Jordan in
2003 [3]. From the point of view of the latent place-
ment of Dirichlet, service words have the same proba-
bility in different topics, and any topic has the proba-
bility of generating specific words. With an appropri-
ate rubricator that attributes specific words to a certain
topic it is a fairly simple task to determine a set of top-
ics in any text. This method of textual analysis is used
in various scientometric studies [4].

The above techniques are extremely useful for
determining the qualitative similarity between two
documents and highlighting the key terms that charac-
teristically describe a specific text. Using key terms, by
analyzing their pairwise distribution in each of the text
segments, it is possible to undertake a cluster analysis,
whose result will be the construction of a hierarchical
picture of terms. Within the framework of library and
information sciences, metric studies have become
extremely popular in recent years and include analysis
of the joint use of words [5–7].

Semantic systems based on the use of ready-made
dictionaries are being increasingly applied in the field
of higher education management. Thus, the staff of
the information systems school of the Singapore Uni-
versity of Management and experts in the field of
teaching computer science carried out a joint study on
the automatic processing of curricula in computer sci-
ence based on the analysis of the developed vocabulary
of professional competences [8]. From a certain point
on, the problem of the completeness and integrity of
university education began to be considered from the
point of view of mastering the competencies that are
necessary to start a career. The competence approach
and use of the term “learning outcomes” in the design

of a training course bring the necessary clarity and
transparency to training courses that are being devel-
oped. In order to identify the necessary competencies,
the role of systems for the semantic processing of large
texts increases. The essence of curriculum analysis is
to evaluate the components of the curriculum and
develop proposals for its improvement.

A single study in selected universities in the United
States and Singapore in 2008 specifically developed a
list of skills in the field of information systems for busi-
ness [9], which was formed by providing expert assess-
ments and taking the views of employers and the per-
sonal experience of IT professionals into account.
Since 2014, for European universities there is a single
qualification matrix for the computer-science spe-
cialty, while in other countries the general classifica-
tion is only still being formed manually by removing
repetitions and combining related skills. There are
other studies devoted to the analysis of curricula based
on the joint use of terms-competencies [10].

From the point of view of the development of
national human capital, analytical processing of rap-
idly changing data on national employment sites is of
great importance. One particular example is [11],
which was devoted to the analysis of positive job expe-
riences on Taiwanese job sites via task-technology fit
(TTF) using specialized software (UTAUT2). The
TTF model spread after the publication by D. Good-
hue and R. Thompson in 1995, which justified the
advantage of technologies that were created specifi-
cally for a specific task [12]. Popular science videos
exist that explain the power and significance of the
new type of technology (https://youtu.be/
R9UGr5SpzlQ).

A similar technology focused on the solution of a
specific task, that is, the search for actual skills of
growing professions, is necessary for any regional
employment sphere.

A METHODOLOGY
FOR THE FORMATION OF DATABASES 

BASED ON SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

Since the requirements of an employer for job can-
didates and the characteristics of real employees and
their resumes are unstructured text data, the content
of the black box can be processed using various types
of semantic algorithms. These include text indexing,
their comparison, identification of meaning, statisti-
cal analysis of texts, and searching in texts. In the first
approximation, the task of finding the resume that is
most suitable from the employer’s point of view is to
compare two unstructured texts.

The task of comparing the two texts in computer sci-
ence belongs to classical ones. A sufficient number of
semantic textual search methods have been developed
based on the analysis of the frequency of occurrence of
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words, their correspondence to a certain topic, and their
joint use and probabilistic distribution [13].

If the first word of the first text is selected and com-
pared with all the words of the second text when it is
found it can be stated that this word occurs in both the
first and second text, while if it is not found, then this
word is only in the first text. After the completion of
the procedure, the second text contains the words
found only in it. On average, the complexity of this
procedure is the product of the lengths of texts in
words by the average length of the text.

For the optimal solution of this problem, the appa-
ratus of non-biased (ambiguous) mappings with the
following properties is used.

Let W be a word of an arbitrary length L in some
alphabet A. Consider the transformation H(W) = h,
which maps words of arbitrary length to a word of fixed
length.

This transformation must have the following prop-
erty: for a random equiprobable choice of two words
W1 and W2 in the alphabet A from the set of possible
words, their corresponding words h1 and h2 must be
different with high probability.

If the transformation H is a Shannon stirring trans-
formation, then, as a rule, the length of the word h is
used to estimate the probability.

Suppose that the length of the hash word is 3 bytes.
Then, the conditional probability P (h1 = h2/W1 is not
equal to W2) is estimated to be of the order of 2–24, that
is, 10–7 (taking the fact into account that 210 = 1024 is
approximately 1000 = 103).

Therefore, the following transformation can be
applied to any text in any language: every single word
of the text W that is longer than the length h can be
replaced by the value (hash value) of its function H
(hash function). For generality, the hash value can
replace all words regardless of their length.

As a result, the text is converted into a sequence of
binary numbers, let us call them hash words, each of
which is of the length |h|, that is, the length of the hash
value (in the example given, 3 bytes). The principal
result of this transformation is that any constructions
for comparison and searching become equal in length
and there is no need to compare words of different
lengths.

Further, for each text Ti, simultaneously with its
transformation to hash words, a dictionary Di is con-
structed consisting of non-repeated hash values and
the corresponding words.

Dictionary Di is a metric of the content of the text
and makes it possible not only to optimize the search
in the text (we are primarily looking for the words of
the search query in the dictionary; if available, we
search for them in the text, as modern search engines
do), but also compare texts containing unstructured
data between each other.

The complex of indexing and text analysis used by
Prof. A.Yu. Shcherbakova operates on the basis of the
described algorithm [14]. The text-indexing program
m_ind, when launched in the format m_ind[.exe] file-
name.ext, creates three files:

filename.csv: a list of words (in the Windows
encoding) that occur in the indexed text (dictionary).
The file consists of 35-byte records, of which 32 bytes
are space-separated words, the “;” character, and two
newline characters;

filename.lmd: index file;
filename.num: a file of double-byte values; the ith

field is equal to the number of words with the ith entry
number in the dictionary, found in the indexed text.

The text-comparison program tcmp when
launched in the format Tcmp [.exe] filename1.ext1
filename2.ext2 produces a set-theoretic comparison
of the two texts specified in the arguments (the files
filename1.ext1 and filename2.ext2 must be previously
indexed by the m_ind program) and creates three files:

● onlyone.csv: words that occur only in the first
text (filename1),

● onlytwo.csv: words that occur only in the second
text (filename2),

● common.csv: words that occur in both filename1
and filename2.

The program estimates the similarity metric of
texts in files filename1.ext1 and filename2.ext2. For
this, three metrics are defined [12].

Let T1 be the number of words in the first text (file-
name1.ext1), T2 be the number of words in the second
text (filename2.ext2), O1 be the number of words in
the file onlyone.csv, O2 be the number of words in the
onlytwo.csv file, and C be the number of words in the
common.csv file.

Then, C is the cardinality (the number of elements)
of the intersection of the two sets filename1.ext1 and
filename2.ext2. The similarity metric of texts should
be equal to:

(1) 0, if C = 0, that is, if the intersection of the sets
of two texts is empty;

(2) 1, if O1 = O2 = 0 and the texts are the same.
In this case, the equality T1 + T2 = O1 + O2 + 2C

holds, which follows from the equalities T1 = O1 + C
and T2 = O2 + C.

Then, we can define metric R1 = 1/2(C/T1 +
C/T2). As experiments show, this metric will take
maximum values when assessing the similarity of texts.

In addition, we can define a “natural” metric R2 =
2C/(T1 + T2), which, as is easily seen, takes the value
0 if the texts do not match (C = 0), and 1 if C = T1 =
T2 in case of matching texts.

Finally, we can also define a third and minimal metric
of the similarity of texts R3 = C/(O1 + O2 + C).

Metric R3 is necessary for cases when some words
are deleted during comparison of texts, for example,
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words of short lengths (2 symbols: prepositions, con-
junctions, and interjections) or other words at the
choice of the analyst.

Let us illustrate this with concrete examples. For
this we take one typical requirement for a vacancy and
four resumes of applicants from the site hh.ru. For the
analysis using the tcmp program, we have five files:
base_t, which in an unstructured arbitrary form con-
tains the requirements of the employer to the vacancy
engineer–technologist in the field of oil production
and refining; the resume engineer–technologist in the
field of oil production and refining of the first appli-
cant, file rt1; the resume engineer–technologist in the
field of oil production and refining of the second
applicant, rt2 file; as well as, for illustration, the tech-
nology files of two resumes: sewing manufacturing
engineer–technologist, files rt3 and rt4. Here are the
results of a pairwise comparison of all the resumes
with the file base_t.

For the first applicant:
Min word length in COMMON => 0
Read pages…………….
Successful comparison! See onlyone,onlytwo and

COMMON files
Files:
[rt1.txt]=398 words [base_t.txt]=171 words

All=569
[onlyone]=347 [onlytwo]=120 [common]=51

All=569
Files metrics is correct
first Equal metric = 0.213193 [21%] –>Hihg
Null-Equal metric = 0.179262 [17%] –>Medium
second Equal metric = 0.098456 [9%] –>Down
Medium = 0.163473 [16%]

For the second applicant:
Min word length in COMMON => 0
Read pages…………….
Successful comparison! See onlyone,onlytwo and

COMMON filesFiles:[rt2.txt]=181 words
[base_t.txt]=171 words All=352[onlyone]=158
[onlytwo]=148 [common]=23 All=352

Files metrics is correct
first Equal metric = 0.130787 [13%] –>Hihg
Null-Equal metric = 0.130682 [13%] –>Medium
second Equal metric = 0.069909 [6%] –>Down
Medium = 0.110349 [11%]

For the third applicant:
Min word length in COMMON => 0
Read pages…………….
Successful comparison! See onlyone,onlytwo and

COMMON files
Files:
[rt3.txt]=277 words [base_t.txt]=171 words

All=448

[onlyone]=252 [onlytwo]=146 [common]=25
All=448

Files metrics is correct
first Equal metric = 0.118226 [11%] –>Hihg
Null-Equal metric = 0.111607 [11%] –>Medium
second Equal metric = 0.059102 [5%] –>Down
Medium = 0.096215 [9%]

For the fourth applicant:
Min word length in COMMON => 0
Read pages…………….
Successful comparison! See onlyone,onlytwo and

COMMON filesFiles:[rt4.txt]=315 words
[base_t.txt]=171 words All=486[onlyone]=275
[onlytwo]=131 [common]=40 All=486

Files metrics is correct
first Equal metric = 0.180451 [18%] –>Hihg
Null-Equal metric = 0.164609 [16%] –>Medium
second Equal metric = 0.089686 [8%] –>Down
Medium = 0.144771 [14%]
In these results of the program, the metric R1

occurs for the text first Equal metric, metric R2 occurs
for Null-Equal metric, and metric R2 occurs for sec-
ond Equal metric.

As is easy to see, the resume of the first applicant as
much as possible corresponds to the requirements of
the employer; the first metric takes the value of 21%
(first Equal metric = 0.213193 (21%)). For the other
applicants, the first metric takes the values 13, 11, and
18%, respectively.

It is not difficult to explain the fact that the sum-
mary of the second applicant is much less consistent
with the requirements of the vacancy: his experience in
the field of oil production and refining is less than
3 years, while the first applicant’s experience is more
than 18 years; it is much smaller in volume and con-
tains fewer skills in the specialty.

An unexpectedly high metric of similarity was
revealed in the comparison of the fourth resume sew-
ing manufacturing engineer–technologist of with the
basic vacancy (the length of the text of the resume is
comparable to the length of the text of the first
resume), which indicates the presence of a large num-
ber of words common to most engineer–technologist
specialties in different fields of activities, such as pro-
duction, technological, products, development,
preparation, compilation, etc.

To improve the proposed methods, we perform the
following. Consider, for example, the specialty engi-
neer–designer of radio electronic equipment. We
combine all the requirements for the vacancy engi-
neer–designer of radio electronic equipment in one
text file and apply the m_ind transformation. As a
result, we obtain a vocabulary of the vacancy that con-
tains over 500 positions: basic words that describe the
requirements for the applicant that occur at least once
in the combined text. Next, we carry out manual
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expert processing of the text: we exclude prepositions
and conjunctions, auxiliary words, and words that are
of little importance for the specialty. If the first file is
truncated to 231 words, we compare it with the resume
of the radio electronic equipment engineer, sewing
manufacturing engineer, and oil industry engineer–
technologist (Table 1).

For the first applicant:
Min word length in COMMON => 0
Read pages…………….
Successfull comparison! See onlyone,onlytwo and

COMMON files
Files:
[treb2.txt]=231 words [rezrea.txt]=235 words

All=466
[onlyone]=203 [onlytwo]=207 [common]=28

All=466
Files metrics is correct
first Equal metric = 0.120181 [12%] –>Hihg
Null-Equal metric = 0.120172 [12%] –>Medium
second Equal metric = 0.063927 [6%] –>Down
Medium = 0.101325 [10%]

For the second applicant:
Min word length in COMMON => 0
Read pages…………….
Successfull comparison! See onlyone,onlytwo and

COMMON files
Files:
[treb2.txt]=231 words [rt4.txt]=315 words All=546
[onlyone]=207 [onlytwo]=291 [common]=24

All=546
Files metrics is correct
first Equal metric = 0.090043 [9%] –>Hihg
Null-Equal metric = 0.087912 [8%] –>Medium
second Equal metric = 0.045977 [4%] –>Down
Medium = 0.074569 [7%]

For the third applicant:
Min word length in COMMON => 0
Read pages…………….
Successfull comparison! See onlyone,onlytwo and

COMMON files
Files:
[treb2.txt]=231 words [rt2.txt]=181 words All=412

[onlyone]=223 [onlytwo]=173 [common]=8
All=412

Files metrics is correct
first Equal metric = 0.039415 [3%] –>Hihg
Null-Equal metric = 0.038835 [3%] –>Medium
second Equal metric = 0.019802 [1%] –>Down
Medium = 0.032651 [3%]
Thus, when the requirements file is truncated to

the keywords in the specialty, the result of the compar-
ison becomes very convincing; when the dictionary of
the first file (vacancy) is truncated to the keywords–
terms that characterize the employee’s competencies,
the methodology that we propose may be applicable
for selecting job announcements with resumes that are
suitable for the respective vacancies.

THE SEMANTIC KERNEL AS A BASIS
FOR FORMULATING A LIST

OF KEY SKILLS
Any labor market can be considered as a dynami-

cally developing structure; this has a significant influ-
ence on the choice of a relevant database. Among
researchers, there has been a noticeable tendency to
search for updated data in Internet resources and
social networks. Sources of information that are
replenished in real time have themselves been the sub-
ject of a special study for many years. To work with
large Internet data, rules and special techniques are
created. D. Lewandowski in 2012 introduced the basic
rule of information retrieval when working with large
arrays of open data, which, in particular, consisted in
creating stable data files [15]. For Lewandowski, this
rule made sense in the context of analyzing user que-
ries when searching for information in networks or
library directories connected to open sources of infor-
mation. In fact, it extends to any types of information
retrieval related to large data in the WWW.

For a review of the possibilities of semantic analysis
of vacancies in the allocation of key skills for a partic-
ular specialty, we will consider job announcements in
the field of engineer–designer. If it is not a question of
soft skills (for example, the ability to work with docu-
ments) but rather of narrow professional competen-
cies, then an expert can quite easily identify them in an
announcement (as a rule, these competences are listed
under the heading requirements). When working with

Table 1. Comparative analysis of vacancies and a group of resumes using the complex of text indexing and analysis (KIAT),
truncated at up to 231 words

Vacancy Resume Average value
from 3 metrics

Engineer–designer of radio electronic equipment Engineer–designer of radio electronic equipment 0.101325 [10%]
Engineer–designer of radio electronic equipment Sewing-manufacturing Engineer 0.074569 [7%]
Engineer–designer of radio electronic equipment Oil industry Engineer–technologist 0.032651 [3%]
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job announcements, seven terms that were used in
them more than once were identified. For this spe-
cialty, the level of professionalism is determined by the
set of specialized software products the applicant has
proficiency in. The terms with spelling variants were
reduced to uniformity for the convenience of further
work (Table 2).

When analyzing key terms in any text, not only is
the frequency of the use of terms of great importance
but also the search for satellite terms that themselves
can rarely be used but always follow key terms with a
large number of uses. To distinguish these satellites,
we will make up a general scheme for joint use of terms
(one line corresponds to the list of terms mentioned in
one announcement):

AutoCad, SolidWorks, Revit, Lira
AutoCad, SolidWorks
SolidWorks
AutoCad, Kompas-3D, Inventor, SolidWorks
AutoCad, Kompas-3D, SolidWorks
AutoCad, Scad
AutoCad
SolidWorks, Kompas-3D, AutoCad.
SolidWorks, AutoCad

AutoCad
Scad, Revit
SolidWorks, Kompas-3D
AutoCad, Lira
AutoCad, Inventor, Kompas-3D
AutoCad, SolidWorks
AutoCad, Scad, Lira
SolidWorks, AutoCad
For each pair of terms, we calculate the proximity

of their mutual arrangement according to a formula
that takes the number of joint use of two terms into
account, as well as reference to each of the terms
minus the number of joint uses. The proximity
between terms 1 and 2 is determined by the formula1:

(A + B)/(2C + A + B),
where: C is the joint use of term 1 and 2; A is reference to
term 1 minus C; and B is reference to term 2 minus C.

The result of this step is a digital indicator of the
proximity between the two terms (Table 3).

The thresholds for the significant proximity of
terms can be determined depending on the difference
in proximity and study objectives. In our case, we
define the proximity threshold from 0 to 0.5 and ana-
lyze the terms close to the three most commonly used
terms: AutoCad, SolidWorks, and Compass-3D (see
Table 2). Analysis of the closeness of terms draws
attention to the term Inventor. If the threshold signif-
icance was determined in the range from 0 to 0.6, the
term Lira would also be significant.

Thus, by identifying the semantic kernel of job
advertisements and further statistical analysis of terms
it is possible to create a structure of key skills for a par-
ticular specialty, which is of great utility for further
labor market analytics.

CONCLUSIONS
The described technique for selecting the semantic

kernel of a textual array makes it possible to compile a
stable database of vacancies and a corresponding
resume database. Automatic matching of texts will be
effective if it is performed on the basis of an expertly
determined basic semantic structure of the test being
analyzed.
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